Effect of linking practice data to published evidence. A randomized controlled trial of clinical direct reports.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effect of clinical direct reports (practice data with pertinent evidence from the literature) on dialysis modality selection for patients with end-stage renal disease. A randomized controlled clinical trial was conducted at five dialysis centers. Five of the 10 physician participants were assigned through centralized computerized randomization to the intervention group (who received 12 center-specific clinical direct reports encouraging the consideration of peritoneal dialysis), and five were assigned to the control group, who received usual information but no similar report. One hundred fifty-two patients were eligible for monitoring. The number of patients allocated to peritoneal dialysis was significantly higher in the intervention group than in the control group (15.3% versus 2.4%; P = 0.044). Due to a need for transient initial hemodialysis by some patients, the percentage of patients receiving peritoneal dialysis further increased through the end of the 3-month follow-up (18.0% versus 4.9%, P = 0.041). There were no significant differences between the intervention and control groups in meeting patient preferences, metabolic status, and complication rates. The results of this study show that linking pertinent published evidence to actual practice data can support the implementation of practice recommendations and influence the selection of dialysis treatment for new patients.